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Members and Guests in attendance:
Dean Dan Arp (Chair); Joyce Loper; Tom Chastain; Sagar Sathuvalli; Ken Frost (tele); Andy Hulting;
Jennifer Kling; Lee von Borstel; Brian Parker; Mike Macy (tele); Scott Setniker; Barry Schrumpf; Warren
Dole; Phill Lindgren (proxy); Missy Fix; Elizabeth Savory; Randy Black; Jay Noller; Bill Braunworth; Dan
Curry; Andy Altishin; Dave Stimpson; Mary Beuthin; Dale Brown; Tami Brown; Terry Burr; Brandi Cox;
Oscar Gutbrod; Rachel Hankins; Jodi Keeling; Jeff McMorran; Farhad Shafa; John Zielinski; Becky Berger;
Christy McCarthy; Michael McCarthy; Loren Behrman; David Goracke; Virginia Lehman; George Pugh;
Don Floyd; Matt Herb.
Members unavailable to attend: Sam Angima; Jeremiah Dung, Bob Zemetra.
Introductions & Approval of Agenda
Dan Curry called the meeting to order at 1:00pm. He welcomed guests and asked everyone to introduce
themselves. With 17/19 voting members present, a quorum was confirmed and official business would
be conducted. Lee moved to accept the agenda as written and start the meeting; Tom seconded (von
Borstel / Chastain). All in favor.
Approval of 2017 Meeting Minutes
Next, Warren moved to approve the 2017 Board meeting minutes as written; Brian seconded (Dole /
Parker). All in favor.
OSU College of Agricultural Sciences report
Dr. Dan Arp, Dean of the College, began his report by thanking the OSU Foundation for providing such a
welcoming space for the meeting, including convenient parking for non-campus members and visitors.
He also thanked Oregon Seed Certification and Seed Lab staff for the service they provide to the industry,
all of the OSU Extension faculty for the myriad of ways they support Oregon’s seed industry, and finally
the growers, contractors, breeders who make the industry strong, especially those who commit time to
be on the advisory committees, and bring Oregon seed to the world.
The College of Ag continues to do fairly well financially, able to provide education and support for all 220
agricultural commodities grown throughout the state. It is the first year in a biennial cycle; in the last
cycle, the College ended up a little bit short of what was needed to fund programs. Things are looking
strong so far and there are a few key positions that will be filled soon.
OSU Extension Service report
Sam Angima provided a written report for the meeting despite being absent; Dean Arp gave a brief
summary on his behalf. Ag Extension has been able to add 9 positions over the past year, and currently

intend to refill 8 more including two for the Willamette Valley in field crops, and a state level
entomologist. Extension hired a new statewide Pesticide Safety Education Program Coordinator, who has
immediately begun to get all field faculty up to date on Pesticide Applicator’s licenses. There is also an
effort to form working groups of Extension specialists across commodities to increase interaction and
collaboration across crop types and specialties.
OSU Department of Crop and Soil Science report
Dr. Noller reported that OSU Extension is undergoing a reorganization into 6 districts to align better with
Oregon counties. There are 5 candidates interviewing for two Field Crops Agronomist positions in
central Willamette Valley. Other active recruitments include an Assistant Professor of Weed Science in
Corvallis, an Extension Field Crops Agronomist in Malheur county, an Agronomist in Klamath, and
pending negotiations with Ryan Graebner for an Extension Cereals position. The Department
successfully hired a new Seed Certification Manager in January, Andrew Altishin, and a new Professor of
Practice in General Agriculture, Gordon Jones, located in Central Point at SOREC. There is a new
departmental website, found at http://cropandsoil.oregonstate.edu ; the hope is that it can be a source of
the most updated information, and through which visitors can leave feedback about any of these ongoing
recruitments. Dr. Maziar Kandelous resigned from his Soil Water Quality Specialist position at the end of
December; Dean Arp has also announced his retirement at the end of June. A national search is underway
to replace the Dean, and Dr. Noller welcomes feedback on candidates as they are announced around late
April. Oregon State University celebrates its Sesquicentennial (150th) anniversary this year; a new brand
has been released and throughout the year the celebration will focus on the different aspects of the Sea
and Land Grant status.
OSU Horticulture Department report
Dr. Bill Braunworth highlighted the importance of OSU’s Land Grant status; as such it is vital to provide
outreach out to the students, growers, and communities we serve to represent them and their interests in
a meaningful way through teaching, doing research, and extension. These three functions, when mixed
together in creative ways makes OSU more relevant and accessible to the public. The Horticulture
Department was able to help contribute to this mission and backfill a position that was critical to
reaching students. eCampus is growing in the Horticulture Department; a large chunk of the revenue
from eCampus is able to filter back into the on-campus graduate student community, summer salaries for
faculty, and other support for programs. Another source of income is the development and protection of
OSU plant varieties, an area that is growing and continuing to take shape in the College. Several positions
have been filled over the last year, particularly, critical research and extension positions related to tree
fruits, pollinators, and others.

Recommendations from Advisory Committees

Potato Advisory Committee
Jeff McMorran provided a brief summary of the PAC meeting in January. Although there are no action
items for the Board, he mentioned three items that were discussed:
A change in the winter grow out program from planting directly into the soil, to planting in trays received
a unanimous, positive response from growers.
This year OSCS moved virus testing from the Idaho lab to the OSU Seed Lab with positive results.
There is ongoing discussion of changing to the Field Year (FY) grading system to align with other states; if
Idaho legislature decides to switch to that system, it is likely that Oregon will follow suit next year.
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Grass and Legume Advisory Committee
Brian Parker began the discussion by reading from Grass and Legume Advisory Committee (GLAC)
meeting minutes, and subsequent combined GLAC/SCAC subcommittee meeting minutes.
Item 1: Request made by variety owners to have access to Certification records. Following significant
discussion at the GLAC and SCAC meetings in December, a subcommittee was formed to further
investigate the details of this request. Once the members of the group had met and discussed the issue
with industry organizations including Oregon Seed Association, Oregon Grass Seed Bargaining
Association, and the Turfgrass Breeders Association, the subcommittee members met and created a
primary and backup secondary motion; then held a vote through email. The GLAC upheld motion #1 and
brought it forward here; the SCAC did not support either motion (see Attachment 1).
Immediately, the question was posed, “What causes this issue at this time?”
Virginia Lehman offered her experience with a PVP Title V protected variety; when she requested
production information about her variety from Seed Certification, she was denied and had to seek that
information through unofficial channels. As an owner of a PVP, a person is required to do everything in
their power to protect their variety or be subject to losing it; she argues an important piece of that is
knowing where and how much seed is being produced.
Matt Herb read through the two motions made at the OSA meeting: the first being a request to Seed
Certification to make variety production information available to variety owners, licensees and
contractors as specified on the VOD (Variety Ownership Declaration), and that information be identical to
the information currently available to the public concerning public variety growers, field number and
acres on a per field basis; the second being a request to Seed Certification to work with OSA and TBA to
explore a way to make inspection reports and seed analysis reports available to variety owners, licensees
and contractors as specified on the VOD.
Next, someone asked, “If based on the current public variety model, would private variety ownership also
be available to everyone then?” Matt countered that would not be the intent and there remain several
questions as to how this can be done. Brian pointed out that entities that have very little right or reason
to have this kind of information (warehouses for example) do in fact, have more access than what a
variety owner or breeder has. It makes sense to make it available to them.
Don Floyd then presented a legal letter of opinion, championed by Dan Weaver of Smith Seed Services
(see Attachment 2). In it the author states, “OSU has no valid legal basis to refuse to disclose to variety
owner production information and seed tests,” and posits that “if the production data is not supplied to
the variety owner, then this may result in the seed being sold as VNS to a third party, in an effort to evade
honoring a valid production contract with a variety owner…”. It goes on to request that OSCS modify the
VOD to include “authorization of the release of ‘production data’,” and the release of “all seed test
reports.”
Terry Burr pointed out that nearly always the growers are contracting with licensees and it is rare to
contract with the variety owner directly.
Dave Goracke spoke on behalf of several local growers and expressed concern that there seem to be no
protections for the grower in this discussion. He expressed concern that when contracting with a seed
company the understanding is that the contract is between grower and that company, trusting that
information is not shared with a potentially unknown third party. Additionally, there are separate and
distinct contracts between the owner and seed dealer that are not being addressed here.
Mike McCarthy mentioned the issue of excess K31 being shipped out of Oregon at the highest rate ever
before seen, suggesting that seed is being inappropriately marketed; he argued that situations like this
can be monitored if variety owners are given the rights to production information.
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Becky Berger of the Oregon Grass Seed Bargaining Association reported that OGSBA board members
were all in favor of owner access to variety production information. She read from a letter on their behalf
in support of the motion (see Attachment 3). She also pointed out that this is already common practice in
other states.
Tom Chastain spoke up and read a letter on behalf of Bob Zemetra in favor of the motion (see Attachment
4). He offered his own opinion, bringing the discussion back to the end user, the consumer. The ultimate
point of certification is to verify that what the buyer purchases is as intended, and with no genetic tests
available to prove purity, the entire system relies on trust.
Jennifer Kling voiced support for increased transparency within the system and for the motion.
Sagar Sathuvalli urged any motion to be further vetted by OSU Legal as to the privacy protection brought
up by this issue; ultimately the goal being to ensure protection of the rights of all parties and prevent
ownership issues.
Rachel Hankins mentioned that there are two ways a variety enters into the OSCS program, either by PVP
or through the AOSCA Variety Review Board. AOSCA does not take into consideration ownership rights;
about half of the varieties currently in the Certification program used the latter.
Loren Behrman presented a letter in support of the motion as a grower of both grass seed and cereal
grains (see Attachment 5).
Brian put forward the motion from the subcommittee as written: The committees request that Seed
Certification make variety production information available to variety owners, licensees and contractors as
specified on the Variety Ownership Declaration. This information is to include variety name, grower names,
field numbers, acres, and generation. Tom seconded (Parker / Chastain). Discussion continued further.
Someone asked, “What was the main discussion against the motion in the Seed Conditioners Advisory
group?” Warren relayed hesitancy to release private information; these contracts are between the
breeder and contractor and Seed Certification should remain a neutral party as they work with growers
and contractors.
Sagar stated that owners should be able to request info from OSCS directly. Some information can be
received using “cc’s” on seed lab tests. Contractors have much of this information already; why aren’t
Breeders getting that information from them?
Christy McCarthy passed out a copy of the OSCS VOD (see Attachment 6), and pointed out that when a
Breeder makes a request for information, it is provided as a summary.
Mike McCarthy requested that the group add acres & pounds to the information provided. Brian
recommended holding off on adding more to the motion at the current time.
Dan Curry called for the vote. All in favor, save one (Dole). Motion passed.
Item 2: Update the field bean, chickpea, and teff crop standards and signup deadline dates. The GLAC
recommends the following amendments to allow time for inspectors to get to these quick-growing crops
in time to do adequate inspections.
For field bean: “Field Inspections: Include two inspections, at the bloom and late pod stages. The seed
crop application must be submitted by June 15 or within 15 days of planting, whichever occurs last.”
For teff: “Field Inspections: Include two inspections, a seedling and seed crop inspection. The seedling
and crop applications must be submitted by June 15, or within 10 days of planting, whichever occurs
last.”
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For chickpea: “Field Inspections: include two inspections, at the bloom and late pod stages; the presence
of Ascochyta Blight in a field will be cause for rejection. The crop application must be submitted by March
15, or within 30 days of planting, whichever occurs last.”
Brian moved that all three of these items be accepted as written; Warren seconded (Parker / Dole). All in
favor.
Item 3: Update soybean standards to require two crop inspections to align with other bean standards. The
group revisited whether the soybean standards should be updated to include two inspections at crop
stage, to confirm variety. They recommend the following change: “Field Inspections: Include two
inspections, at the bloom and late pod stages. Application for field inspection must be submitted by June
15 or 15 days after planting, whichever occurs last.” Brian moved to accept this standard as written;
Barry seconded (Parker / Schrumpf). All in favor.
Item 4: Update pea standards to require a seedling. Because peas often show their off-types early in
growth stage, and are becoming a prevalent crop in the valley, it was recommended that some updates be
made to the pea standards. The motion made was for the standard to read: “Field Inspection: Includes
two inspections, a seedling and seed crop inspection. The seedling and crop application must be
submitted by March 15. If planted after March 15 application must be made within 15 days after
planting. Crop inspection will be made at early bloom stage.” Brian made the motion as written, Tom
seconded (Parker / Chastain). All in favor.
Item 5: Update seed sample size for red clover and alfalfa from one pound to 1,000 grams. Minimum
sample size for these species must be increased to accommodate the 500 grams required to complete the
Dodder exam, two times if necessary. Excess seed can be returned by request. Brian moved to accept
this sample weight change; Lee seconded (Parker / vonBorstel). All in favor.
Item 6: Update berseem clover and create balansa1 clover standards. Following discussion within the
GLAC, the motion for this item was, “The berseem standards would be replaced with the crimson
standards, adding both crimson and berseem to the field history requirement, and changing the signup
deadline to April 15. The two lines referring to volunteer plants are to be removed.” Brian moved to
accept this item as described; Phill seconded (Parker / Lindgren). All in favor.
Item 7: Move the sunflower program to the purview of the Cereals Advisory Committee. The suggestion was
made to shift the sunflower program to the CAC2. Brian moved that the board acknowledge and accept
this change; Jay seconded (Parker / Noller). All in favor.
Item 8: Update the Modified Land History protocol removing the Foundation Class from eligibility. The MLH
protocol was reviewed last fall to detail requirements for a variety of planting systems, not just Diuron
planting (for which it had been created). As Foundation class allows for zero volunteer, it logically would
not be allowed in a program that uses volunteer to determine eligibility. Brian moved to accept the new
protocol with Foundation class not being allowed for Modified Land History; Lee seconded (Parker / von
Borstel). All in favor.
Item 9: Form a sub-committee to investigate adding the ammonia test for Red and Chewings fescues.
Chewings and Red fescues have been excluded from the ammonia test in OSCS standards for years, while
the Hard, Sheep and Blue fescues have used this method since the 1980’s to determine otherwise
indistinguishable contamination. Following the arrival of a contaminated lot to the OSU Seed Lab that
was found to have 30% off-type/other crop, Certification requested to specify definitive standards
1

Despite the intention to create a Balansa clover standard, the vote was accidentally overlooked; the standard
will be brought again in 2019.
2
See discussion under Cereals Advisory Committee, Item 2.
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utilizing the test, at least for Foundation and Registered classes. The topic was sent via subcommittee to
the Fine Fescue Commission and OSA to get industry feedback, at which time those groups requested to
revisit it at their summer meetings. No motion; no vote at this time.
Cereal Advisory Committee
As representative for the CAC, Lee von Borstel brought two items to the attention of the Board.
Item 1: Request to adjust footnote 3 in the small grains field standards to read, “No Triticale in or out of
count during seed crop inspection, except in the Certified class of Cereal rye and then not to exceed
1:20,000; further, no re-inspection is allowed in the Foundation class of Wheat.” Lee moved to accept the
motion from the CAC as written; Warren seconded (von Borstel / Dole). All in favor.
Item 2: Transition the jurisdiction of sunflowers from the GLAC to the CAC. As stated by Brian Parker of the
GLAC, Lee further described that the CAC was in favor of accepting sunflowers into the program because
1) most sunflower seed growers were also small grain seed growers, and 2) at least one company that
contracted sunflower seed production already had a role on the Cereal Advisory Committee, and 3) the
CAC has already dealt with hybrid seed production.. No further action from the Board necessary as the
Board had already voted (see Item 7, GLAC).
Seed Conditioners Advisory Committee
Warren relayed that the SCAC originally had a motion to form a subcommittee to investigate the
possibility of automatic cc’s, but through discussions it changed into the subcommittee consisting of both
the GLAC and SCAC members discussing item 1 of the Grass and Legume Advisory Committee. Motions
that came out of that subcommittee failed in the SCAC, and there is nothing to bring forward to the Board
from this group.
Tree Seed Project
Barry Schrumpf reminded the group that Tree Seed certification for Oregon is handled by Washington
State Crop Improvement, through an agreement extending through April 2019. At that time, the parties
will revisit and work out details of an amendment continuing the agreement.
Mint Advisory Committee
Scott gave a very brief summary of the Mint Advisory Committee meeting, which happened in January of
this year. The group had no Action Items to bring to the Board this year.

Other Reports

USDA-National Clonal Germplasm Repository
No report.
Oregon Department of Agriculture
Elizabeth Savory introduced herself as the new Plant Health Program Manager. She comes to ODA from
the OSU Department of Botany and Plant Pathology. She is responsible for the seed testing lab and other
regulatory duties. Lindsay Eng, Director of Market Access and Certification, will be leaving her position
February 23; there will be a search to refill her position. Ron Pence, who has served on this Board and is
responsible for the Seed Regulatory division at ODA, is retiring. He plans to stay on for the next 6 months
or so to help transition his responsibilities.
The position held by Lindsay also served on the Potato Advisory Committee; that duty may be filled by
another specialist on ODA staff, or by the new director.
Industrial Hemp oversight will be shifting from its current management in Regulatory Division, and will
be handled under Nursery.
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Oregon Seed Association
Phill reported that recently OSA members had met to discuss the Breeder’s Access to Certification
records issue discussed earlier in the meeting. He also noted that the day is approaching when OSA
members plan to do a meet-and-greet with Oregon Legislators at the capitol in Salem.
OSU Seed Services – Seed Certification, Seed Laboratory, and Foundation Seed
Dan introduced Andrew Altishin as the new OSCS Manager as of February 1, 2018. Andy was hired as a
Seed Certification Specialist in 2013 and has had an integral role in grass seed, cereal grains, sunflower,
and several other Certification programs. In his new role, Andy will contribute to the missions of the
College of Agricultural Sciences and the Oregon Extension Service by serving as liaison between the seed
industry, the Oregon Seed Certification Service, and OSU Seed Services.
In 2017, OSCS certified 236,660 acres, a decrease of 4%. This includes 84 crop types and 1,238 varieties,
and working with 706 growers, 364 warehouses, and 416 contractors.
Seed Lab has hired an on-campus group to create iPad applications that will allow electronic data entry
into the database. The intent is to reduce errors and double-entering of data; they hope it will be in place
by this spring. The lab will also be undergoing an ISTA Audit in March; this is routinely done every three
years.
Seed Services is currently working with the International Seed Testing Association to perform a
validation study on a PCR test to distinguish between Perennial and Annual Ryegrasses.
Old Business
Dr. Noller mentioned that House Bill 4089 may currently be up for a vote within the next couple weeks. It
directly charges Oregon Seed Certification with certifying Industrial Hemp, and allows for growth of the
crop in greenhouses, therefore permitting multiple crops within the year. Seed Testing would be handled
by the ODA Seed Testing and Regulatory lab, as there are numerous “regulatory hoops” to jump through.
At the end of the meeting, Lee von Borstel presented Barry Schrumpf with a Certificate of Recognition for
his dedicated work to OSCS and to the Cereals Advisory Committee, specifically. Barry graciously
accepted and offered his sincere thanks and appreciation to the group for being wonderful colleagues.
Adjournment
Warren motioned to adjourn the meeting; Brian seconded (Dole / Parker). All in favor. The meeting
adjourned at 3:30pm.
Minutes prepared by Mary Beuthin
All advisory committee meeting minutes and supplementary materials are available online at the OSU Seed Certification
Online Services website (http://seedcert.oregonstate.edu), or by request.
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Attachment 1

SCAC and GLAC Joint subcommittee minutes
February 9th, 2018
10:00am 119 Crops Bldg., OSU Corvallis
Subcommittee Members Present: On phone: Warren Dole* (SCAC), Mike Hawman, Bill
Merrigan* (SCAC), Dustin Withee* (SCAC) In person: Andrew Altishin, Tami Brown, Mike Coon*
(SCAC), Dan Curry, Don Floyd, Rachel Hankins, Virginia Lehman, Mike McCarthy, Brian Parker*
(GLAC), Doug Pickles* (GLAC), Colin Scott* (GLAC)
Not present: Mick McGregor
* Indicates voting members
Dan provided handouts to the group. These included Oregon Seed Certification Service
(OSCS) Field and Test Data Rules and Operating Procedures, Oregon Seed Association (OSA)
motions from Jan 16, 2018, and the original motion provided by the Breeders to both the Grass
and Legume Advisory Committee (GLAC) and the Seed Conditioners Advisory Committee
(SCAC). During the meeting Dan handed out a suggestion for two motions and copies were
made and distributed for the actual wording for the OSA motions.
Colin started the meeting by setting the expectations, and clarified with Dan what the
outcome of the meeting needed to be. Dan agreed that there needs to be a vote on a motion to
go to the GLAC and SCAC if the motions pass in these committees, they will be put in front of
the Seed Certification, Foundation Seed & Plant Materials Board at the Feb 13th board meeting.
Dan further clarified that only seven people could vote on the motions, those who were
actually part of the SCAC or GLAC. OSA motions were presented. Colin, as the representative of
the Turfgrass Breeders Association (TBA), stated that TBA supports OSA's motions.
Mike McCarthy handed out a version of the OSA motions (see appendix for motions)
that were voted on by Oregon Grass Seed Bargaining Association (OGSBA) (see appendix for
motion).
After discussion of which motion to bring forward to the Committees, Brian Parker
acknowledged that a response was needed to the original motion, and if it was found to not be
acceptable, a new motion needed to be crafted to send to the Committees and eventually the
Board.
Colin asked Mike Coon to report on the grower's opinion of the drafted motion. Mike C.
said that he visited with a number of different growers and some dealers and that it was a
unanimous opinion that this is not the grower's business to be involved in the dealer/breeder
relationship. Growers consider this to be their private information and that is where it needs to
end.
Colin acknowledged that there was a lot of time and energy put into these proposals by
Virginia Lehman and Mike M., and expressed concern about the short time frame between the
motion in December and the February board meeting. He felt there needed to be a longer
conversation about this with the Oregon Seed Industry. Doug Pickles voiced his agreement and
stated that we need an overall solution, not a band-aid.
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